PIER BEAM SEGMENT
(PIER 46 SHOWN, PIER 47 OPPOSITE HAND)

*PIER BEAM SEGMENTS SHALL BE HANDLED, STORED AND TRANSPORTED BY THESE POINTS.

BEAM END CUTS
(PIER 46 SHOWN, PIER 47 OPPOSITE HAND)

REVISIONS

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
STATE OF FLORIDA

SUPERSTRUCTURE DETAILS EXAMPLE 4
SPLICED GIRDER PIER BEAM SEGMENTS

PIER BEAM SEGMENTS (SHEET 1 OF 2)
END BEAM SECTION & SECTION DIMENSIONS

(LOOKING TOWARDS % BEAM SEGMENT)

---

SECTION A-A

(INTERIOR BEAM SHOWN)

---

EMBED DETAIL

(EXTerior BEAM)

---

NOTE: 1. SEE SHEET BX-XX FOR BEAM NOTES.